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on Saturdays, until retreat, which immediately. pre
cedes supper. 

Reveille, 6 A. M. 
Police call, 6: 20 A. M. Rooms must be swept, bed

ding folded, and everything in perfect order. 
Breakfast, 6: 30 A. M. Thirty-five minutes allowed 

for breakfast, including gOing and returning. 

cadets from September 1 until June 1, modified as to 
drills by the season. In the first week in June the 
"graduating exercises" take place, after which the 
battalion goes into camp. During this camp, which 
lasts almost three months, there are no academic 
studies, the work being purely military, and an en
tirely different schedule goes into effect. Reveille is 
at. 5 A. M., and the day is spent in drills, practice 
m&rches, practical work in military engineering, target 
practice, scouting, sharpshooting, building and dIgging 
intrenchments an rifle pits, riding, and lessons in 
tactics in the open. 

The consequence is that when, at the end of his four 
years of hard work and unrelenting discipline, the 
proud cadet receives his commission and becomes an 
officer in the American army, all his energies are at a 
maximum of efficiency and hb character is tempered 
like a Tol"r'o blade. 

•••• • 
Sick call, immediately after return from breakfast, 

7:05. 

SOIne NeW" flying Machine Prizes. 

Guard mounting, 7: 15 A. M. 
Call to quarters, 8 A. M. Academic period for study 

and recitation begins. Cadets con�ned to quarters 
when not attending recitations. Recitations and 
periods of study alternate until 1 o'clock. 

Dinner, 1 P. M. Three-quarters of an hour allowed 
for this meal. 

Call to quarters, 2 P. M. Second period for study 
and recitation extends until 4 P. M. 

During both academic periods, from 8 A. M. to 4 
P. M., there are also hours of attendance for riding 
and gymnastics. 

It will be noticed that during nine months of the 
year the cadet has no leisure except a short time 
after each meal; but during the summer he has two 
or three hours a day for amusement. However, at 
no time during his cadetship.is he free from accounta
bility for every moment of his time, sleeping or wak
ing, and for every word and action. Every detail of 
his work and time is hedged about with orders and reg
ulations from which there is no escape. He is taught 
to obey absolutely, unquestionably, in order that when 
he has been graduated he may know how to command. 
His bed and his clothes must be folded according to 
rule and placed just in their right places: His hair 
must be kept short. (Whistler, the famous artist, 
lost his cadetship because he would not have his hair 
cut, among other reasons.) His person and his 
clothes must be immaculate at all times; every going 
and coming must be registered; his quarters are sub
ject to frequent and critical inspection; every penny 
he spends must be accounted for. 

According to a cable dispatch, M. Michelin, the auto
mobile-tire maker, has given a $20,000 trophy for an 
annual international aeroplane race. Besides the 
trophy, a cash prize of $3,000 goes to the winning avia
tor. The length of the first race is not given, but it 
is the idea of the donor to double the distance eacli 
year. M. Michelin, according to the dispatch, has also 
offered a cash prize of $20,000 to the first aviator to 
travel between Paris and Puy de Dome, some 250 

miles distant, in an aeroplane before the year 1918. 

This prize is similar to that offered, by the London 
Daily Mail, which is $50,000 for a flight of 180 miles 
from London to Manchester, England. 

Drill, 4 P. M. Squads form for various drills. Some 
attend light battery; others, standing gun, siege bat
tery, seacoast battery, signal drill, target practice, 
pickets and advance guards, etc. Details for these 
drills change from day to day, and the drills them
selves with the seasons. 

Among other recent prizes offered abroad is one of 
$2,500 for a flight of 10 minutes' duration this sum
mer at the Munich exposition. It is also expected to 
hold an aeroplane race at Vichy, France, for cash 
prizes to the amount of $4,000. 

Recall from drill, a:20 P. M. 
Parade, 5:30 P. M. to 6 P. M., depending on the 

season. 
Supper, immediately after parade. 
Call to quarters, 30 minutes after return of battalion 

from supper. Evening period of study extends from 
this time until tattoo. 

Tattoo, 9:30 P. M. Preparation for bed. 
Taps, 10 P. M. Lights out; inspection. 
This schedule is an outline of the occupation of the 

All of this Spartan strictness is imposed upon the 
cadets because the Military Academy undertakes to turn 
over' to the American army as officers men whose mor
als, minds, and bodies it can guarantee, as well as men 
whose ability to pe;'form their duties it has insured. 

A recent number of the Bulletin of the Bureau of 
Standards contains a long paper by Messrs. E. B. 
Rosa and N. E. Dorsey describing a new determination 
of the ratio of the electro-magnetic to the electrostatic 
unit of electricity. The value found by the authors, 
as a result of researches continued without interrup
tion since November, 1904, is 1J:::::: 2.9963 X 10'°, taking 
the dielectric constant of air as unity. Referred to a 
vacuum, this becomes 2.9971 X 10'°. The authors be
lieve this is correct to within 1 part in 10,000. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS, I reels are employed and mechanism for twisting vided with a handle fitted on the tool to in- plants are growing in the box, which locking 
Pertaining. to Apparel. the wire and binding the bale, and in the ap- S)Ire the insulation thereof against the heat of means can be cast off to provide for separa-

DIAPER-HOLDER.-F. Jo.NATA, New York plicant's mechanism the essential o.perations of the to.ol and thus pro.tect the operato.r's hand, tio.n o.f parts and exposure o.f earth in which 
, thQ parts are caused by the mo.vement o.f the at the same time allo.wing the o.perating point the ro.o.ts are co.ntained, enabling the plants to. 

N. Y. The ho.lder or container can be quickly press fo.llo.wer acting on a mo.vable do.o.r, the to. project the desired distance beyond the be remo.ved and transplanted with their mo.ther 
o.pened, a diaper intro.duced o.r taken o.ut, and mo.vements o.f the latter serving to. pro.perly forward end o.f the handle, for convenient earth intact. 
as quickly and conveniently closed, adapting 
the dla er erfect!· to the bod of the child. shift the ne�les �sed in the .bind�ng mechan· manipulation o.f the tool. 

Th d � � 't3 b y ·th isms for the msertlOn of the WIres m the twist· INKING PAD D T O'SULLIVAN, West e eVIce IS sam ary, can e wo.rn WI com- . . f 
- .- . . 

fort, and no. sharp objects are necessary in m g devices, after WhICh � f�rther �ovement 0 Orange, N. J. The invento.r's purpo.se is to 
closing the garment o.r ho.lding it closed. I 

the do.or operates the tWIstmg deVIces. pro.duce a pad which is adapted to be used 

HAT-HOLDER.-MINNIE E. CRo.USE Law- SPARK·ARRESTER. � D. Mclvo.R, . Hum- with a small stamp, such as a dating stamp, 

M Th f th in 'ti i boldt, Minn. The deSIgn of the inventIOn is but which can be also. used for larger stamps; �ence, 
i
:ss. 
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o , kindling a fire, so that the draft may no.t be that it will operate as a l1.o.lder fo.r the stamp. co.nstruct t e ev ce a 1 can e qmc y . 
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e 
hat��ro��,

a:te;io��; in�o. o.i�rative. Po.�itio.; to. :estrain the sparks -So M. LANGSTo.N, Camden, N. J. The in: 

o.r exteriorly, and universally adjusted to. w en e engme s a wor . ·vention relates to. certain impro.vements in the 
bring the hat to. any position required by the PNEUMATIC GIN-FEEDER.-R. L. HOL- manufacture of cellular board o.r do.uble-faced 
operator. 

SHOE-LACE F ASTENER.-G. H. NICHo.LLS, 
Galveston, Tex. The object in this case is to 
provide a shoe-lace fastener for boots or 
shoes which shall be adapted to. prevent dis
placement of the free end of the tongue as 
well as for securing the lace proper against 
the tendency to become unfastened when in 

LINGSWo.RTH, Decatur, Ga. The improvement corrugated paper, and relates mo.re particu
refers to. co.tto.n cleaners and vacuum bo.xes larly to. the metho.d and apparatus for the 
and belt distributers, such as are used fo.r re- applying o.f the seco.nd facing sheet to. single
mo.ving dirt and sand fro.m the co.tton before faced co.rrugated paper and. pasting parts to.
the cotto.n is passed to. a ginning machine. gether under a resilient but unifo.rm pressure 
The o.bject :I!! to. pro.duce a machine having and while heat is being applied thereto. 
improved means for feeding cotton int o the SAFETY-RAZOR AND STROPPING DE-
machine and fo.r remo.ving the dirt o.r sand. VICE.-S. B. BATTEY, New Yo.rk, N. Y. The 

wear. 

Electrical Devices. 

CORN-HARVESTER.-J. HETTRICH, Grand o.bject o.f the inventio.n is to. produce a device 
Island, Neb. The po.int of no.velty in this in- which can be readily manipulated to. stro.p the 
stance co.nsists in pro.viding the teeth o.r spo.kes blade of a safety razor witho.ut injuring the 
of the wheels with hinged o.r pivo.ted ter- edge thereo.f. It is substantially auto.matic 

SUPPORT FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE minals which are automatically o.perated as in o.peratio.n in respect to. the meclIanism 
WIRES AND. CABLES.-E. H. GREENLEAF and the wheel assumes a bent position while tak- whiclI holds the blade and reverses its po.sitio.n 
T. A. DISSEL, Newburgh, N. Y. The o.bject' ing up co.rn fro.m the ground and straighten- on the strop with each recipro.cation o.f the 
here is to. provide a suppo.rt, arranged to. ing out the same as soo.n as the Io.ad is ready blade. 
permit o.f quickly and securely fastening the to be deposited o.n the table o.r platfo.rm fro.m COLLAPSIBLE LADDER.-W. J. BLUNsuppo.rts in place o.n a span wire o.r the like, I which it is to. be co.nveyed to the husking DELL, New Yo.rk, N. Y. The inventio.n refers to. allo.w o.f co.nvenientlY laying the service mechanism, for example. to certain improvements in means whereby the wires or twisted pairs in position, and to BEET-PULLER.-L. PRUE and, W. CHARL- ladder may be folded to occupy the minimum permit of running any one of the service wires To.N, Wabeno, Wis. In the general operation space to facilitate storage or transportation, or twisted pairs to a house f}'om any point 

of this machine, as it is drawn forward the all of the parts remaining connected while in along the line. 
digging wheel lifts the beets from the ground their folded position. One object is to provide 

WIRE-SUSPENDING DEVICE. - H. E. and carries them upward toward the rear plat- a ladder and platform connected thereto and 
STEVENS, Macdonaldton, Pa. The object of form where they are released from the blades adapted to be automatically folded with the 
the inventor is to provide a device easily ap- of the wheel and thrown upon the said plat- ladder. 
plied, and more especially designed for use in form. MOLD.-W. J. MILLER, Coffeyville, Kan. 
mines and other places, for suspending and WEED-CUTTER.-C. A. DESPAIN, G. A. The invention is an improvement in molds for 
securely retaining in position the feeder or KITT, and E. R. Go.RDo.N, Harrington, Wash. glass and other articles, being espeCially de
trolley wire of an electric haulage device or The invention refers to agricultural imp le- signed for use on glass molds. In operation, 
the like. It relates to devices such as shown ments, and especially to weed cutters. The when the mold is closed the yoke is moved to 
and described in Letters Patent of the U. S., object is to produce an implement of this or nearly to or past the dead center of the 
formerly granted to Mr. Stevens and Mr. Gel- class of simple construction, which will operate mold, thus locking the mold sections securely 
iatly. efficiently to cut away or remove weeds, roots, together. 

INSULATOR_ FOR HIGH-TlPNSION CON-
, and similar obstructions near the ground NEEDLE.-F. B. FOSTER, Santa Barbara, DUCTORS.�S. H. SUMMERSCALES, Winnipeg, level. Cal. The inventor accomplishes the object of Manitoba, Canada. More specifically, the CANE-CUTTER.-E. M. HIBBLER, Lyon, this improvement by forming the head of the purpose of the invention is to provide an ar- Miss. The construction in this case is simple needle with an aperture which enters the rangement for virtually increasing the length and enables the ready adjustment of the parts blunt end substantally centrally, and emerges 

of the path of leakage from the conductor to and also permits the removal of the handle or a short distance therefrom at one side. At the the arm, and, further, to provide an arrange- the blade, and the substitution of new ones, point of emergence of the aperture an interment for preventing, as far as pOSSible, the' 
and also provides, apart from the connecting secting groove is provided, which is of Jluffileakage whiclI is enhanced by the presence of bolts, a device made in four parts, any one of dent depth to contain the strand or ligature water around the insulator in rainy weather. which may be replaced whenever necessary be- with which the needle is threaded. 

INSULATOR FOR HIGH-TENSION CUR- cause of breakage or otherwise. 
RENTS.-L. STEINBERGER, New York, N. Y. 
This latest invention of Mr. Steinberger re- 01" General Interest. 
lates to insulators and admits of general use, COIN-RECEPTACLE.�E. W. Ro.BERTS New 
but is of peculiar service upon transmission, York, N. Y. The object here is to pro�ide a 
�ines ca�rying currents of high pote�tial, and receptacle formed from a single blank by fold
IS espeCIally adapted to prevent arcmg from ing it into box form and locking it by integral 
the line �o the support un?er conditions where locking flaps, to form a slit for the introduc
such arcmg would otherWIse take place. 

I 
tion of the coins, and to prevent removal of 
coins deposited in the box. It is designed for 

01" Interest to Farmers. use of children as a savings bank, or for mite 
HAY-BALER.-R. E. ZIMMERMAN, Troy, SOCieties, Sunday-schools, etc. 

Kan. The invention relates to that class of PYROGRAPHIC TOOL.--J. P. Mtl'LLER, New 
bale presses in connection with which wire Rochelle, N. Y. This thermocauter is pro-

BOTTLE.-W. HARRISo.N, Day Dawn, Mur
clIison, Western Australia, Australia. Mr. 
Harrison provides a bottle which cannot be 
refilled after being opened and emptied, with
out the refilling thereof being clearly apparent. 
This is accomplished through the releasing of 
a device detachably connected to the stopper, 
said device dropping to the bottom of the 
bottle as the stopper is removed. 

KNOCKDOWN PLANT-BOX.-N. HIGHT, 
Wolfboro, N. H. The body portion of the box 
is in sections separable from each other and 
from the bottom, means being provided for 
holding the parts closely assembled while the 

AIR-SHIP.-E. F. LEEDS, Mount Carmel, 
Ill. The ship is constructed with a screw or 
auger which is driven by suitable means, as 
an electric motor or turbine engine, and 
operates preferably as the sole means for lift
ing and driving the ship in its flight. A car 
is suspended from one end of the screw, from 
which the relative direction and inclination of 
the screw may be controlled by a rudder hav
ing a universal connection at the rear end of 
the ship. 

PIPE.-F. P. NOURSE, Lewiston, Idaho. The 
invention provides for the collection of saliva 
and nicotin as it passes to and from the 
bowl, and the easy removal of the same in 
cleansing the pipe when desired; it also pro
vides for the cutting of the charred tobacco 
and other collected matter from the bottom of 
the bowl, whereby it will fall out with the 
ashes, etc. 

PHONOGRAPH-HORN.-V. H. RAPKE, New 
York, N. Y. One purpose here is to provide a 
collapsible phonograph horn Qr megaphone, 
wherein the sections can be compietely sepa
rated one from the other, and compactly 
nested, and to provide simple means for draw
ing the sections togeth�r, which means can be 
quickly and' conveniently applied or removed. 

EGG-TESTER.-C. F. SWANSo.N, St. Paul, 
Minn. The purpose in this case is to provide 
novel details of construction for a tester, 
which are simple and very effective in service, 
affording convenient means for giving mirrors 
employed any inclination from a vertical posi
tion, to reflect rays of light impinging thereon 
at a proper angle for illuminating eggs held 
in the tester for inspection. 

EGG-LIFTER.-C. F. SWANSo.N, St. Paul, 
Minn. The invention relates to lifters em
ployed for lifting eggs in quantity from a crate 
or the like, disposing the eggs while in the 
lifter for inspection in a tester device, and 
after they are tested returning the eggs in 
proper order within the crate. The object is 
to simplify and improve the lifter device for 
which a patent was formerly issued to Mr. 
Swanson. 

FISHING-TOOL.-W. H. BUTTON and E. 
DYER, Bandon, Ore.' This tool i s  intended for 
use in fishing out drills and other like devices 
from o.il wells, artesian wells, and other bor
ings. The object of the inventors is to provide 
a tool of this nature, which will operate to 
effectively grip tools which have been lost in 
borings, whether they may be in an upright 
pOSition or have fallen over to one side. 

WINDOW.-S. U. BARR, New York, N. Y. 
The aim of the present invention is to provide 
a window which is completely dust proof and 
air tight, and provided with multiple sashes 
having interlocking stiles, to give the window 
the appearance of a stationary muntin sash, 
but the sashes are capable of being opened and 
closed although no mullions are used. It re
lates to such as described in the Letters Patent 
of the U. 8., formerly granted to Mr. Barr. 

MATCH-CASE.-W. L. CHAMBERS, Brook
,ville, Ind. The improvement refers to match 
safes or match cases suclI as are carried in 
one's pocket. ,The object is to produce a case 
whiclI is simply constructed and which can 
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be readily operated to produce a single match I[ PROJECTILE.-J. A. BON, PavilIon 10, heater comprises a body and flre pot, the 
from the case when desired. Vieux Fort, Vincennes, Seine, France. By its former having a chamber extendlng around' 

DEVELOPING TRAY. _ M. P. FORAN construction this elongated projectile during three sides thereof and having the other side 
T I Th tray is for us; 'its movement in the air has its longitudinal of body provided with a door above the pot, 

Johannesburg, ransva� �I b in d vel axis always brought to the tangent to the the side being provided below the door with a in hOl
ding . plates or w e e g e 

; trajectory of its center of gravity, on which it water-back forming one side of the pot and oped, and IS adaPt:d to enable t!e PI:te� �t takes a position of stable equilibrium, without connected with the main chamber, a series of films to be exammed by trans itte g 
being necessary to impart to the projectile a alternating bailie partitions comprising a series without being removed from the tray, and a!o 
rotary motion about this axis. It may be fired I of tubes and plates overlying the same, the to enable the entire operation to be acco -
in a smooth bore gun or ordnance or employed tubes of the several series' being smaller than plished without requiring the film or negative 
for ,loading a shell, a case shot �anister or a those of the next lower, and the tubes of the to be handled by the operator. 
sporting or other cartridge. several series connecting independently with 

CURRENT-MOTOR.-C. A. NEYLAND, Spo-
DRY ORE-CONCENTRATOR.-G. TOLMIE, the water space of" the body. 
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Machines and Mechanical Device • 
TYPE-WRITER.-W. GOERW ITZ, Berlin, Ger

many. In this improved carriage feed mech
anism, an escapement' mechanism defect is 
avoided, since on the one hand the pinion re
mains in constant engagement with the car
riage rack, and on the other hand the pawl is 
made to work with a special escapement 
wheel, so that the ratio of the pinion and the 
wheel can be proportioned at pleasure without 
heightening the type-writer and that the teeth 
of the wheel and those of the two pawls can 
be large and strong enough to prevent them 
from breaking. 

DESICCATING A P P A R A T U S .  - H. 

kane, Wash. One purpose here is to provide 
Ogden, Utah. The improvement is especially BOILER.-E. E. LARRABEE, Williamston, a motor wherein the speed of the current regu-
applicable as a dry concentrator to operate Mich. The boiler or heater is of a water-tube lates the speed and power of the pump, and 
upon ores having a relatively high specific type and arranged for generating steam or for wherein also the paddle leave� t�e water at 
gravity. The concentrator will operate very use 'in hot water heating systems for heating an acute angle but at opposite mclinations, 
efficiently to separate the ore or values from the water the boiler being arranged to utilize occupying a position at right angles to the 
the dirt and gangue with which the ore oc- the heat �nits of the burning fuel to the fullest current at mid-stroke, thereby deriving . the 
curs. advantage, to provide a large heating surface utmost power from the current at such time. 

CAMERA-SHUTTER RELEASE. _ C. C. in a small space; to insure rapid circulation of 
PIPE-FISHING TOOL.-R. G. SANFORD, 

LITTLE, San Jose, Cal. One purpose here is to the water and quick heating thereof for steam and simultaneously ventilated and, as a conYonkers, N. Y. The purpose of this inventor 
provide a device for automatically operating or generating Or for heating purposes. sequence, the parts adhering to the surface of is to provide a form of tool that is under the 
releasing the shutter of a camera at a known BOILER-FURNACE.-W. N. _ BEST, New the rollers are prevented from baking on, so complete control of the operator at all times, 
interval after the photographer-leaves it, en- York, N. Y. The invention pertains to im- that the output of the drying rollers is in-and to so construct the tool that when it is i th provements in boiler furnaces in which oil is creased. 

PAUCJi:SCH, Landsberg-on-the-Warthe, Prussia, 
Germany. According to this invention an 
agitator is provided between the drying rollers, 
having arms of a shape adapted to the cir
cumference of the rollers. By this agitator 
the substance fed between rollers is stirred 

introduced into a pipe and is drawn up by abling the photographer to appear n e 
i t t k Means provide for rendering used as a fuel, the object being to provide OSCILLATING MOTOR.-H. F. W. FALKEN-means applied to its body portion, the J'aws p c ure a en. 

th d vi dll adaptable to almOst all types means not only for the purpose of adniitting BERG, 16 Weissenburgerstrasse, Dortmund, Ger-carried by the body will practically sustain it e e ce rea y 
and si7es of cameras. air requisite for combustion in the burning of many. The invention has for its object dis-and so grapple the interior of the pipe or tube fuel, but also to provide means to deflect heat tributing means for hydraulic machines with th d with it , GUN-REST.-J. JERANEK. New York, N. Y. as to carry e same upwar . - so that no impingement of heat will be de- '11 ti pi t which p duces reve 1 PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PORELESS The gun rest is especially adapted for use by 

flected against any of the elements of the �� :��I :iS��but:n;n 
slide val��. The la�:r AND WELL-ADHERING ELECTRODEPOS- sharpshooters, marksmen, and infantry, where 

boiler. with its reversing member is arranged in a ITS.-H. SCHMIDT, Cologne-on-the-Rhine, Pros- very accu�ate shoot�ng is essentia\ �. �bject 
GAS-BURNER.-E. E. KEHNERT, Lorain, special casing, into which the water under sia, Germany. This process consists in first ' is to provide an

t d
adJUstab

th
le gun r� W ;c 

h�a� Ohio. In the present patent the application pressure enters, after partial reversal of the rovl'dl'ng the metal to be electroplated with be firmly mo. un. e upon e groun ,an w IC 
' ti 'ti f th P . 

f t I II h '  h Its at presents a rigid support for the free end of a is a division in part of a former application slide valve into the obtura ng POSI on or e a coatmg 0 a me a or a oy w IC me ifi th of Mr. Kehnert's. The invention is an im- admission of water under pressure has been a lower temperature than the final electro- r e or 0 er weapon. 
provement in burners for gas or easily vapor- effected by impact of the oscillating piston, deposit, in then electrolytically depositing the ized hydrocarbon oils, the same having certain and acts upon the reversing part of the valve final coating, and in melting the intermediate Hard_are. features of novelty, whereby a superior result whereby it is displaced into its end posi-coating. 

SCISSORS.-EsTHER E. FLYBERG, Baudette, is obtained in respect to combustion and tion. 
FOLDING UMBRELLA.-W. THEDORF, St. Minn. The invention is an improvement in calorific effect. 'BOX-CLEANING DEVICE FOR CONCEN-Vincent, Minn. The device is constructed with I scissors and may be used for ordinary work. SMOKE-CONSUMING FURNACE. _ J. B. 'l'RATING-TABLES. - E. H. SHACKELFORD, a telescoping staff, the telescoping members of When it is desired to cut button holes, the HARRISr Nashville, Tenn. The 'furnace is itr- Salt Lake City, Utah. Concentrates when diswhich are adapted to be positi�elY retained in thumb nuts are turned to release the points, ranged to produce a high heat and complete charged into a box, tend to settle to the botextended and contracted relatIOns by a sec- when a spring will force them into position combustion by the burning of a mixture of air tom in a tight or den,se mass, and the object tional nut carried by the inner member, this for use. By turning a set screw, the length and producer or water gas, the latter being of the inventor is to provide means to keep the latter also carrying the ribs, each of which is of the button holes may be accurately gaged, obtained by superheating the steam to dis- concentrates continuously stirred up or in mocomposed of two sections slid ably connected the said set screw limiting the closing move- sociation and passing the dissociated oxygen tion and to move them slowly and gradually together, with a spring catch for connecting ment of the blades. and hydrogen in fine jets into the prod- to the outlet or discharge pipe, which, with the tw.o sections of each rib when the um-

PIPE-WRENCH.-A. B. HEIMANN, Coalinga, ucts of combustion arising from the bt1l'n- the flow of water supplied to tables will act to brella IS outstretched. 
Cal. The improvement is especially adapted ing fuel in the fire box, the air being highly discharge the valves through the outlet. The 

TOOTH-BRUSH CABINET.-G. A. WEID- for use in the construction of pipe wrenches I heated before entering the box and reaching device cleans outlet boxes of vanners, Wilfley 
HASS, JR., New York, N. Y. One purpose in this of unusually large size. More specifically, the the gas. The invention relates to furnaces tables, and other kinds of tables. 
improvement is to provide a cabinet especially wrench is intended to be used for facilitating I such as shown and described in former pat- COAL-MINING DRILL-POST.-P. ROMMES, designed to hold tooth brushes, each brush the laying of line pipes for oil wells, and for ents granted to Mr. Harris. Pittsburg, Kan. Of the several objects of this having a compartment for its especial accom- screwing and unscrewing the sections of the invention One is to provide means for deter-cfudation, and to so construct the device that pipe casing at the well. mining the course the drill will take before it will be sanitary, and so that the brushes, AX ATTACHMENT FOR SAWING LOGS.- the post is firmly set and to save labor and while perfectly protected, are readily accessible L. SMITH, Myrtle Point, Ore. This invention 
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time. Another, to prevent the post from giv-at any time. refers to means for cutting or sawing logs or The im- ing way when set on a soft or uniform bottom. 
DISTRIBUTING AND CONVEYING BELT. timber. The object of the improvement is to provement is iiI draft devices for use in st?ves. Another, to afford means for attaching or con-

T. J. CARTER, Temple, Oklahoma. In operation I produce a support or guide for a saw which The check draft admitted through an . air mlet necting threaded 'box of improved pattern, and 
the pins convey straw and other like bulky can be readily attached to a log or timber cannot get down il1to the stove, �s ItS outlet others of various types and makes. Means 
substances, while a flight will convey ores,. with ordinary tools. The means afforded are] or discharge at the upper end will be above quickly and readily shift the threaded box to 
crushed stones, ear corn, saw mill refuse, and suitable for quickly rigging up a rest for the th: level of the stove,. and the entire air ad- a higher or lower plane without changing the 
other substances, and the belt, with other saw blade which will guide it when working mltt:d as a. check Will so operate,. and no adjustment of the coupler. 
flights, distribute seed cotton to a battery of through a log. 

- portIOn of It can pass do.wnward mto the MACHINE FOR FEEDING AND AFFIXING two or more gl'ns An apron is desl'gned for stove to operate as a burn, mg draft. Down- LAUNDRY TAGS F F A a d W binder elevators �nd grain belts and separa- GAS AND PIPE CONNECTION.-H. E. draft furnishes surface combustion whereby to BORCHERT, 
-

Reno,' Nev: The m����:e in�ures � tors and similar apparatus. LOEB]], 49 Greenville Avenue, Jersey City. burn the gas and prevent the puffing of the continuous automatic feed of tags while any 
CO' VERING -J P C d J F J 

N. J. The object of this invention is to con- stove from accumulation of gases in the upper of them are contained in its receiving cylinder . . . OSTIGAN an . . . ned any pipe, and the device can be attached part thereof. COSTIGAN New York N Y This invention t· f fi t '  h fi and provides a mechanism whereby it can be 
t ·  • 't . ' f' b ' 'Iers p 'pes etc to :very descrip .IOn 0 t mgs, suc as re- AUTOMATIC EGG-BOILER.-L. LECLERC, conveniently and rapidly operated by one in-per ams 0 covermgs or 01 , I ,  ., engmes, automobiles, water boilers, etc. No New York N. Y. The invention refers to au-and its object is to provide a covering easily washers are needed. It can be connected or] ' .  . . . dividual. It distributes and affixes tags to 

applied, and arranged to form an efficient non- d '  t d i d d w'thout the tomatic egg bOilers, and the obJect IS to pro- the articles to be laundered, the tags being 
conductor of heat or cold. It may be made Isconnec e n one secon , an I duce a device of simple construction not in- those for which Letters Patent were formerly use of a tool. It can also be regulated by the I In a clock movement, whlch wlll operate ki d B h t of any length and cut to suit, tbe cut end of screw-cap so that it can not open by any vo v g . granted to Messrs. A er y an orc er . 
tbe matrix being sealed by the use of plastic pressure. The system is of a simple and dur- to boil eggs . an� remove them a�tomatJc�llY COMPUTING-SCALE.-W. PETERKIN, New ashestos, magnesia, cement or other suitable able construction. An illustrated description after the expiration of a predetermmed perIOd. York, N. Y. The object of the invention is to material. of this gas and pipe connection appeared in DRUM-TRAP.-P. AYRES, Ocean Side, N. Y. produce a scale of simple construction which SMOKE AND FUME CONDENSER.-J. T. tbe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of February 22. The trap is for use on bath tubs, basins, will operate to indicate the cost of any article YATES and J. DEVEY, Lehi, and W. B. RICHAN SASH-LOCK.-J. H. BARTON, Brownsville, kitchen sinks, urinals, and like devices, and weighed, at any price per pound. It constitutes 
?nd ,,:. A .. DEVEY, American FOl:k, Uta�. The, Tenn. The inventor has in view an improved' permits of securely screwing the cover in posi- a convenient counter scale to be used in stores m�en�lOn IS for t�e purpose of, collectmg ?nd lock which is adapted to securely lock both tion On the threaded ring held against the or similar places where small quantities or utIlizmg the escapmg gas'.'s. fro� .metallurglcal] sashes at any desired position within the win- turning in the lead casing, portions of the lead weights of proviSions or materials of any kind fur�aces and thereby aVOldm� mJury to �ege-

. dow frame and which operates to make the material of, the casing extending over the top are to be sold. tatIon, etc., as well as savmg gold, Silver, . d p' f a a '  st burglars in that the of the ring to form an integral washer for the PNEUMATIC ACTION.-H. MEYER, New copper, sulfur, arsenic, and other elements wm ow roo g m . cover to rest against, with a view to prevent hes ca t be unlocked after breaking the York, N. Y. The invention pertains to self-usually carried away and lost In the air. It sas nno leakage of gas or other matter. glass by passing the hand through the window players, self-playing pianos and like musical suppresses and disposes of the smoke and gases to the lock. WINDOW ATTACHMENT.-F. S. BURGESS, instruments, and its object is to provide a arising from combustion of coal and other fuel, New York, N. Y. Noise and its consequent dis- pneumatic action which is simple, durable, and and avoids the nuisance of such escaping COMBINED AUGER-HEAD A�D REAMER. comfort caused by windows shaking in the compact in construction, to permit its con-smolle. I E. J. WHEELER, �l'ys6n. City, N. C. In the frame' in windy weather is overcome in this venient installation above the key board for RECORD-BOOK.-F. O. KING, Aitkin, Minn. present
. 

patent the mventlOn has reference to invention by providing a keeper having a spring direct connection with the piano or other The object here is to provide a time book, a cO�bmed tool adapted. t� bore a �uch larg,:r and a bolt movable into the keeper against tbe action. register, class book, or other book of record, hole . m w�od or other Similar materIal than IS stress of the spring; the latter preferably ANTIFRICTION GRINDING-ROLLER.-H. in which may be readily recorded a plurality pOSSible With the tool now co�mo?
IY em�loyed, being movable from one side of the keeper to . I t th 'th d ,and in its employment makmg It pOSSible to h h k b BgSSER, Alpena, Mich. In the present patent of names �r artlc es, oge er WI a recor bore at one 0 eration thus savin a second the other, w ereby t e same eeper may e the invention has reference to rollers used in of summaries and averages connected there- p ,  g used at either side of the window. mills and analogous grinding devices, the more with arranged on opposite pages. handling. 

DRAWER AND DRA WER-SUPPORT.-H. B. particular object being to so mount tbe roller PLATE-HOLDER.-G. B. HALL, Yarmouth, SHEARS OR SCISSORS.-A. PROHASKA, STARRETT, Clinton, Mich. In this patent tbe as to give it a'maximum efficien'cy coupled with Nova Scotia, Canada. The object of the in- Philadelphia, Pa. The object of this inven- invention has reference in part to a slidable a minimum of friction. ventor is to produce a plate holde� of Simple tion is the provisioIi �f a new and improved drawer and in part to an extension slide CONCRETE-MIXER.-H. construction which will enable plates of vari- shears or scissors. havmg blades of steel and adapted to support the same and to means 'J\1ich. The invention relates �:S!��ilin�:;e�:;, ous dl'mensl'ons to be held securely and cen- handles of cast Iron, brass, or other metal I for connecting or locking them together. The . th ti d d t h Id the uttlng I working plastic substances, and more partlcu-trally dl'sposed in the holder. It relates to an s ee an arran.ge 0 0 . C support I'S for use in bureaus, desks, and I f '  . d f th bl d tt co tact larly to a type of machine suitab e or mlxmg holders, such as used by Photographers for e ges 0 e a es m proper cu mg n i t· I f furn·ture with each other. ana ogous ar IC es 0 I .  concrete and other moldable materials used in holding photographic plates when placed in the MOP-WRINGER.-W. T. PHILLIPS, Los building. It is sought not only to add an camera. Angeles, Cal. In this improvement, the levers adequate supply of water to reduce the com-HAME-FASTENER.-J. W. GONCE, Kinder- Heating and Lighting. carrying the wringing rolls are pivoted to the posite material to proper consistency, but hook, Ala. The purpose of the improvement is HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM. vertical standards forming rigid and per- further to add a quantity of dry material for to provide a strong, durable, and satisfactory -W. R. MACDONALD, Pittsburg, Pa. The ob- manent attachments of a flanged or socketed taking up excess of water by hydration, for eonlever fastener for hames that will act to draw jed here is to provide' means whereby the air base adapted to rest in the floor and to receive ferring upon the finished material a suitable the hames tight and hold them taut, the con- may be heated either by an ordinary combus- and support a bucket, or pail, the latter consistency. 
nection being such that the fastener can be tion furnace or by electrical means, and at being entirely independent of the wringer. ARBOR._O. ROSE, Crown Point, Ind. The adapted to hames of different sizes. the same time treated electrically before de- CLOTHES-DRIER.-J. R. SCHMIEDER, Cin- purpose in this instance is to provide means FOLDING UMBRELLA.-W. C. WALLAR, li very to rooms. The invention is for use in ciTlnati, Ohio. The object of the inventor is to for fastening the spring to the arbor, said Byesville, Ohio. The invention has reference residences, public buildings, and the like, and provide a drier simple and durable in con- means including a form of collet easily placed to umbrellas and the object of tbe inventor is relates more particularly to the meanS for struction, and arranged to accommodate a large or removed and which will securely hold the the production of an umbrella having a simple heating and treating the air delivered to amount of clothes in a comparatively smail end of the spring without bending or distortconstruction, which will permit it to be ]'Plldily rooms. space, and to permit of quick folding into a ing the same. The collet furthermore maintaken apart and folded for shipment or for HOT-WATER HEATER.-J. A. COPPRIDGE compact form for conveniently storing thej tains or does not destroy the true circular 
packing in a traveling case or uunk. I and E. W. COPPRIDGE, Richmond, Va. The drier. shape of the surface upon which the spring 
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s wound, so there is nothing to make a lump 

or kink in the spring. 
COIN-CONTROLLED APPARATUS. - H. 

MEYER, New York, N. Y. This apparatus is 
designed for use on an automatic or self-play
ing piano, and arranged to allow the use of 
a single note sheet containing a number of 
pieces of music, only one of which is played 
at introduction of the coin, the sheet being 
automatically arranged at the end of the last 
piece, to start playing the first piece on in
troduction of another coin. 

OILING DEVICE.-B. H. PADDACK and 
A. A. DINWIDDIE, Granada, Col. The device is 
more especially designed for oiling the bearings 
of shafts, axles, and other machine parts, and 
arranged to automatically deliver the proper 
amount of oil to the part of the machine as 
long as it is running, to stop feeding oil 
when the machine stops, and to re-use, the 
drip oil. 

OIL - CLEANING APPARATUS. - L. W. 
BROWN, Bakersfield, Cal. The inventor uses the 
exhaust steam from engine driving oil well as 
a heating agent for rendering oil limpid and 
heating and keeping hot a body of water in 
separating tank, causing sand to mechanically 
separate and precipitate therefrom ; live steam 
may be used if desired. The apparatus may 
be connected with an oil well pump and a 
steam engine and boiler, and to operate con
tinuously and clean the oil as fast as produced 
from the ground. 

PACKAGING-MACHINE.-W. A. FANNING, 
East Orange, N . .T. The aim of the invention 
is to provide a packaging machine inore espe
cially designed for accurately and quickly 
packaging raisins, currants, and like fruits 
and products in predetermined quantities and 
witilout danger of .injury to the fruits or 
products. 

POWER-TRANSMISSION APPARATUS.-C. 
R. KEITH, Tarrytown, N. Y. The improvement 
has in view the provision of an apparatus 
more especially designed for motor vehicles, 
and in which a driving shaft is adapted to 
positively drive a driven shaft at more than 
two different speeds in one direction, as well 
as positively d�'ive the driven shaft in the 
opposite direction. 

AUTOMATIC BUTTON CUTTING AND 
SHAPING MACHINE.-W. S. WATSON, Mem
phis, Tenn. The object in this case is to pro
vide a machine, arranged to accurately cut 
the button to the desired thickness and at the 
same time face the button properly, and while 
automatically and securely holding the shell 
in proper position to permit, of using the shell 
economically, at the same time producing but
tons of high quality. It is Such as shown 
and described in the app'lication for Letters 
Patent of the U. S., formerly filed by Mr. 
Watson. 

PAINTING APPARATUS.-M. G. BARRIER, 
Shawnee, Oklahoma. The apparatus is espe
cially designed for painting smoke-stacks or 
other high stacks on the outer sides, and it is 
more particularly an improvement upon the 
machine for which Mr. Barrier formerly ob
tained Letters Patent. The novel features 
embodying the improvements are the result of 
experiments and use and render the original 
machine practically perfect in operation. 

BOILER WASHING-MACHINE. - .T. W. 
SEIFERT, East Point, Ga. The present inven
tion is an improvement upon the machine for 
which Mr. Seifert formerly received, Letters 
Patent. He has greatly simplified ,and reduced 
size, cost, and weight of the original, and in
creased its efficiency. A great advantage is 
secured in preventing clothes from coming ' in 
contact with the edges of the woven-wire peri
phery of the drum. 

WIND-MOTOR.-D. D. MCINTYRE, Bucklin, 
Kan, The motor is of that type in which 
there is no rotating wheel, but the force of 
the wind is applied directly to produce the 
oscillation of a frame. To throw out of ac
tion, the blades are adjusted and held edge
wise to the wind by means of a rope which 
connects with a shifting lever and extends 
through suitable guide eye� down through the 
collar and hollow vertical standard. 

SAWING APPARATUS.-E. T. DAVIES, 
Portland, Ore. The device comprises two pul
leys which carry a band saw. The pulleys 
are mounted in a frame and are adjustable 
with respect to each other. One of the pul
leys is provided with a straining device or 
tension mechanism which may be regulated at 
will and which will provide the necessary ten
sion of the band saw. 

Tenn. The object in this instance is to pro
vide an improved bell piano, which is simple 
in construction and arranged to permit of 
properly sounding the bells on playing the 
piano keys, and to damp the bells whenever 
desired upon actuating a pedal mechanism. 

PrIme Movers and TheIr Accessories. 
EXPLOSION-ENGINE. - C. L. EDWARDS, 

Vernon, N. Y. The exhaust valve first opened, 
the products of combustion escape through the 
outlet to the outside, the push rod being en· 
gaged by a portion of the cam. The piston 
commencing its forward stroke, the rod is 
engaged by another portion of the cam, con· 
tinuing the opening motion of the valve until 
the top collar thereon engages the inlet valve 
collar, after whiclI this valve partakes of the 
motion of the exhaust valve, moving forward 
to cover the exhaust port, and to move the 
inlet valve away from the petticoat to uncover 
opening through said valve, permitting the 
charge to be drawn into the cylinder by the 
piston. 

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE.-R. S. 
THOMPSON, Chicago, Ill. The invention refers 
to improvements in internal combustion en
gines, and more particularly to means whereby 
an explosion may be obtained in the cylinder 
at every revolution of the crank shaft and the 
cylinder completely scavenged of the exhaust 
gases before each fresh charge is admitted. 

ROTARY INTERNAL-COMBUSTION EN
GINE.-.T. HOKANSON, Newark, N . .T. The in
vention has reference to improve�ents more 
particularly to that type of engine in which a 
separate explosion chamber is provided, into 
which the fuel charge is compressed and from 
which it is admitted into the annular cylin
der to expand against the piston therein upon 
the iguition of the charge. 

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION TURBINE.-P. 
KRAUSE, Babylon, N. Y. One of the objects 
here is ,to provide a device operating upon 
the same principle as the common form of 
steam turbine, but connected directly to a com
bustion chamber, whereby mixtures of air 'and 
a combustible fluid mlly be ignited and the 
products of the combustion delivered directly 
to the blades of the turbine. 

Ban'Ways and TheIr AccessorIes. 
CAR-REPLACER.-H. E. MATTHEWS and 

W. P. MATTHEW$, Salida, Col. The object of 
this invention is to produce a replacer, formed 
in such a way as to facilitate its being held 
in position when in use, and to provide a 
form for the outside replacer whiclI will 
facilitate the passing of wheels over the de
vic� which have not become displaced from 
the track. 

CAR-STAKE.-F. W. LAWRENCE, Bonner, 
Mont. The invention refers to stakes for gon
dola or other flat platform cars, used for 
carrying timber, scantling, boards, or other 
freight piled upon the floor. The object is to 
provide a car stake which renders it light, 
strong, convenient to apply and remove, and 
that will enable the quick folding of the 
stakes on the side of the car, for affording 
access to material on the car that is to be 
unloaded. 

HAND SIGNALING - LANTERN. - E. M. 
TOMLINSON, Castle Hous�, Petersfield, Hants, 
England. The construction of 'the lantern is 
such that merely by sharply twisting the 
hand which holds the lantern, the frame 
carrying the different colored glasses will be 
caused to rotate, relatively to the lantern b,ody; 
through a definite angle, and may at each s.uclI 
operation bring a different colored glass into 
registration with the bull's-eye of the lantern. 

GRAIN-CHUTE.-A. G. YOUNG, New Lon
don, Conn. The chute is adapted for drawing 
grain from a car and delivering it into sacks 
or other receptacles to be weighed, the con
struction of the chute being such that it can 
be quickly and conveniently applied to a grain 
door and ' as expeditiously and readily removed, 
thus obviating the shoveling up the grain to 
provide room within the car for scales. 

CAR-MOVER.-V. GUSZTAV, Vienna, Aus
trill-Hungary, 1, Schottenring 25. In the 
present patent the invention has reference to 
a device for moving cars upon tracks, which 
is designed in such a manner that the hand
lever may be swung laterally in order that 
the person using the car mover may stand 
either between or outside of the track. 

LOCOMOTIV� FLAG-SIGNAL AND CASE. 
---.T. P. LYON, Ogden, Utah. The invention 
relates to the · classification flag signals ordi
narily carried by locomotives and consists in 

MusIcal DevIces. a case designed to be carried upon the front 
CLARINET.-H. BONN, .TR., Scranton, Pa. part of the locomotive between headlight and 

In this patent the invention relates to musical smokestack, and a set of metallic flags carried 
instruments, and its object is to provide a thereby and arranged to be housed within the 
new and improved clarinet arranged to enable case or displayed on each side of the case as 
the musician to easily manipUlate the key required, the case and flags being especially 
mechanism for correctly ren()ering certain designed and related to each other. 
tones and trills. AUTOMATIC RETAINING _ VALVE. - C. 

MUTE ATTACHMENT FOR PIANOS.-E. MARTIN and M. BEASLEY, Dickson, Tenn. The 
1. PFEIFER, Austin, Tex. This attachment is invention refers to fluid pressure brakes of the 
arranged to permit of instantly changing the Westinghouse and like types, and its object 
piano from an active one to a mute piano and is to provide a valve, arranged to retain the 
vice versa, and without impairing the t6uch pressure in the brake cylinder while recharg
when the parts are in either the mute or ing the auxiliary reservoir, thus preventing the 
active position, at the same time preventing acceleration of the train, 'especially when run
wear of the action parts by throwing the . ning down a steep grade. 
piano action completely into position of rest HAND-CAR.....c..T. W. FINCH, Elizabeth, Miss. 
during the time the mute attachment is in The object in this case is to provide improved 
service. means for driving a hand-car, particulru;ly with 

BELL-PlANO. 'i'" J. IlAVASSY, Copperhill, respect to the drlvinlf connections l!etween the 

rocking or working lever and a planetary 
gearing from which motion is transmitted to 
wheels. 

GRAIN-CAR AND DOOR THEREFOR.-H. 
ALSOP, Chicago, Ill. More particularly the in
vention relates to the sliding doors of grain
cars and means for mounting said doors, its 
object being to provide an efficient closure for 
the usual door opening, whereby grain may be 
stored in the car and prevented from leaking 
out, and also to provide means for opening the 
doors and discharging the grain from the 
car. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. 
Please state the name of the patentee, title of 
the invention, and date of this paper. 
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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Names and Address must accompany all letters or 

no attention will be paid tbereto. Tbls Is for 
our information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should give 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be 
repeated ; correspondents will bear In mind tbat 
some answers require not a little research, and, 
tbougb we endeavor to reply to all eltber by 
letter or In tbls department, eacb must take 
his tum. 

Buyers wlsblng to purcbase any article not adver
tised In our columns will be furnlsbed wltb 
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying 
the same. 

Special Written Information on matters of personal 
rather than general interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientific American Supplements referred tp may be 
bad at tbe office. Price 10 cents eacb. 

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 

Minerals sent for examination sbould be distinctly 
marked or labeled. 

( 10675 ) ' W. J. H. asks how to give tin 
a crystalline appearance. A. The moire 
metalHqne, or crystallized tin plate, is much 
used for trunks and fancy articles, and is 
usually prepared from well-annealed and well
tinned charcoal iron plates, by rinsing the 
plates with dilute nitric or nitro-muriatic acid, 
and then with water. The cleansed plates are 
dipped for a few moments in nitric acid, 
1 part, and muriatic acid, 3 parts, diluted 
with 1 to 3 volumes of water and heated to 
about 180 deg. F., and after a short exposure, 
rinsed in running water. Repeat, if necessary, 
until the crystals are prope.rly developed ; 
then rinse in hot water, and dry in the air. 
Then oil or lacquer. Hot tannin or caustic 
soda solutions may also be used to develop 
the crystalline structure. 

( 10676) R. S. P. asks : 1. Will you 
tell many inquirers the chemical combinations 

(10678 ) C. J. C. asks : A maintains 
amber is non-inflammable, and will not burn, 
and B maintains amber is inflammable and will 
burn. Who is right, A or B ?  A. Amber is a 
fo .il gum, known in mineralogy as succinite. 
It is a compound of carbon, oxygen, and hy
drogen, as are all vegetable resins and gums. 
It will therefore burn. It does burn with a 
yellow flame leaving a carbonaceous residue. 

(10679) J. H. E. states: I have ob-
served that in printing from a plate in photog
raphy a.. plate prints quicker by a number of 
seconds when it is new than when . it has been 
developed several months. Will you please tell 
me the reason ? Is it through the darkening 
of the AgNO. in the plate ? A. It may be the 
plate was insufficiently washed after fixing, 
which gave it a slight yellow tinge, or that 
the grade of paper was slower than the 
previous prands used. The reduced silver does 
not darken any more than the grade given it 
by the developer. 

(10680) J. N. B. and several others 
ask ; Will you please publish in the Notes and 
Queries column the best way for reviving ","orn
out dry batteries ?  A. The best treatment for 
worn-out dry cells is to throw them away. 
They may be made to, give some current for 
awhile by making a hole in the top of the 
cells and filling them with a strong solution 
of ammonium chloride in water. 

( 10681) W. R. R. says: Would you 
please answer through your Notes and Queries 
column how to get the true north and south at 
night by the polar star ? A. The way to find 
the true north and south by the pole star is 
to get from the Ephemeris the time of night 
when the pole star will be due east or west 
of the pole, and be ready to set the transi 
upon it when in this position. After this set 
off its north polar distance, and drive pin 
in the line of the transit telescope. This wil 
give a true north and south line. A very 
much simpler way is to get the magnetic 
variation of your place for the year from the 
United States Geodetic Survey, Washington 
D. C., and allow for this on the magnetic 
needle of the compass. The declination of 
Chequamegon Point, near you, in 1902, was 
determined by the Survey as 5 deg. 6 min. east. 
Perhaps this is accurate enough for your pur 
pose. 

( 10682) J. J. MeD .• says: Will you 
please inform me as to whether or not an 
object incased in a vacuum, at a greater or 
less degree Fahrenheit than the surroundinp'p 
atmosphere, would retain its thermometricai 
identity ? A. A substance in a vacuum hotter 
or colder than the surrounding space will re 
tain its temperature better than when exposed 
to the air. In other words, a vacuum is a 
good an insulator for heat as any we have 
There is no complete insulator for heat. 

( 10683) H. M. says: I would like to 
which take place in the burning of greasy find out what is the work of a graduate elec 
rags and which cause fire ( spontaneous com- trical engineer. It seems to be difficult to find 
bustion) ?  A. When wet paint dries, as it is ,out anything further than that he is employed 
called, the paint in reality hardens by the by traction companies, construction companies 
combination of oxygen from the atr with the etc. But what I wish to know is, in what 
oil of the paint. It is not a drying process, different ways may he be employed by com 
such as takes place in a cloth wet with water panies or otherwise, and what does he actually 
by evaporation, but is in reality a combustion have to do? A. An electrical engineer over 
of the oil by chemical combination with sees and supervises any sort of electrical work 
oxygen. This is of course then a heat-produc- which the company employing him wishes him 
ing process, just as really as when the oil is . to oversee and supervise. He may design elec 
ignited and burns with a flame in the air. trical machinery and direct its construction, or 
The only difference is in the slowness of the install the machinery sold by the company in 
combination with the oxygen. When the oil i:my part of the world. He is sent to any 
is absorbed in looSe rags, it is spread out so part of the world in which his employers may 
much that it comes more readily and exten- have business to attend to the furthering of 
sively into contact with the air, and the heat that business. You may see him attending to 
is produced much more rapidly, so rapidly in the repair of a broken trolley Wire, or taking 
many cases as to ignite the rags. This is ca.:e of a burn-out on a trolley car. He . may 
",,'hat takes place in so-called spontaneous com- , look after the construction of a track or line, 
bustion. 2. Is there anything known to science and conduct the tests of it when finished and 
that could be put in a closet or refrigerator ready for service. One was killed in the sub
that would reduce the temperature? A. Ice is way near your Borough Hall the other day 
the only common substance used for refrigera- as he was setting the connections of a trans
tors to reduce the temperature. Nothing is former to rights, when the tubes under the 
known which can take its place economically. river were apout to open. His is a diversified 

calling. He is not often seen in fine clothes 
( 10677) J. R. P. says: Please answer in working hours, and his hours are day and 

this question in physics for me, quoting refer- night alike. 
ence. A ball thrown 300 feet perpendicularly 
into the air goes faster at any given point on 
the way up than at the same point on the way 
down. If in a vacuum, what would be the 
case ? A. A ball thrown vertically upward to 
a height of 300 feet must leave the ground 
with a velocity of about 138 feet per second. 
This is computed from the formula S = 'hgt2, 
for which see any textbook of physics. We 
have only taken an approximate- value. At 
this velocity the frictional resistance of the 
air is appreCiable, and the ball will be re
tarded in its rise, so that it will not reach 
the theoretical height of 300 ,feet, unless 
it starts with a somewhat higher velocity than 
the theoretical velocity. How much we do not 
know with exactness. Its return will there
fore be from a lower altitude than its initial 
velocity would require it to attain. There
fore its actual velocity at any point of its 
return will be less than its velocity at the 
same point of its ascent. In a vacuum there 
is no retardation by the air, and theoretical 
conditions will be realized. A body will rise 
to the full height given by the formula above, 
and on its return attain the same velocity as 
it had at the same point of its ascent Al
most any textbook of Physics m'ay contain 
these points. You may refer to Millikan and 
Gale, palfeS 25 to 31. 

( 1068 4) J .  WI. P. asks: What meta 
is next best to platinum for contact points on 
gas engine spark coils and where or how may 
I obtain it? A. There is no metal which can 
take the place of platinum as contact points 
for a gas engine igniter. All other metal 
oxidize so rapidly that they are worthless for 
this purpose. Copper or iron may be used for 
a short time. 

(10685) C. E. and others: A large 
number of inquiries have been received for 
the name of the firm employing, college gradu
ates for a small compensation while they learn 
the practical part of electrical engineering. We 
may say that it is quite the general practice 
of the larger manufacturing concerns to take 
in. such men and train them for their needs. 
Locomotive works do thl!!. In the electrical 
line, all the larger companies ha-ve special ar
rangements of this kind. Our �orrespondents 
.may apply to the General EJ ,Ctric Company, 
'Schenectady, N. Y., or the Wl .;tinghouse Elec
tric Compan,y, Pittsburg, Pa., or the Thomson
Houston Company, Lynn, Mass. If there is a 
large company near the home of any young 
man desiring to do this' work, he may apply 
there. Probably he will find some system of 
employment of the sort Indicated hi. operation. 
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